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 The software uses a unique algorithm and lets you select which video to download at the highest quality and complete resolution
as you see fit. Besides being able to choose the type of audio to add to a video, you can choose the source, and even work with a

batch of files at once. You can download multiple video files at once. Features: *Download and convert HD/SD/MOV video
files to MP4, AVI, FLV, 3GP, MP3, WAV, AAC, AAC, etc. *Convert MKV to MP4, AVI, FLV, 3GP, MP3, WAV, AAC,
AAC, etc. *Resize, trim, crop and merge video. *Convert video and audio tracks to MP3, WMA, AC3, AIFF, WAV, AAC,

AMR, FLAC, OGG, APE, etc. *Convert video from one format to another. *Extract audio from video *Automatically extract
audio from video files and MP3 files *Automatically convert video formats to others. *Support adding audio to video,

extracting audio from video, adding subtitles to video, extracting subtitles from video, trimming video, cropping video, changing
video resolution, and extracting images from video. *Supports batch conversion of video *Download videos from YouTube,

Facebook, Dailymotion, Vimeo, etc. *Supports download and convert videos from multiple sources simultaneously. *Supports
converting videos to popular mobile devices, tablets, e-book readers, and other portable devices. *Supports converting videos to
HD and 3D formats. *Supports converting videos to a wide variety of formats, including M4A, MP2, MP3, MP4, WAV, OGG,

FLAC, AIFF, 3GP, MP4, M4V, AVCHD, ASF, MKV, MOD, etc. *Supports converting video to audio. *Supports batch
conversion of files. *Supports "opening file in file previewer" option. *Supports conversion when files are under different

locations. *Supports converting all or part of video and audio to different audio formats. *Supports converting video to mp4 and
other formats on Mac, Windows, and Linux How to Install Kastor All Video Downloader V5.1 Premium Key? 520fdb1ae7
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